• Save time by having report fields automatically populated with scanned data.
• Gather information from both barcode and magnetic stripe driver licenses.
• Identify stolen and counterfeit driver licenses.
• Automatically conduct local, state, or national database searches whenever a license is scanned.
• Comply with American Administration of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) standards.

Key Features

Automated, Accurate Data Entry
When field personnel scan a driver license, the Driver License Scanning module automatically populates the appropriate fields on the Mobile search screen with the driver’s information if a record exists in the database. If no record exists, the form offers the option to add the record to the database. Users can also use driver license data to populate information into Spillman’s Mobile Law, Field Interview, eCitation and Crash forms.

Customizable Searching
Agencies can pre-program Spillman’s Driver License Scanning module to conduct searches in local, state, and/or national databases whenever a license is scanned. Officers can use the information returned from those searches to determine if the license is valid, check for outstanding warrants, confirm if the vehicle is listed as stolen, and view criminal history information as well as any previous incidents involving those people or vehicles. When the Driver License Scanning module is used in conjunction with Spillman’s StateLink module, officers can automatically conduct local, state, or national database searches whenever a license is scanned.

Dual Scanning Capability
Users can gather information by scanning both magnetic stripe licenses and barcode licenses. The module adheres to American Administration of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) standards, allowing it to easily gather information from licenses created in states across the nation, including 20 states and entities that use magnetic stripe licenses and 52 states and entities that use barcode licenses.
Total Software Integration

Spillman’s Integrated Hub™ is an open, centralized database where all agency information is entered, stored, and extracted in real time, providing total software integration. This allows users to enter data once and have it automatically shared among related modules. Agencies using the Driver License Scanning module can optimize their system and enhance productivity through total integration with the following modules:

- Mobile Generic Accident Forms
- Mobile Generic Citation Forms
- Mobile Field Report with Field Interview
- Mobile Records
- Mobile State Crash Form
- Mobile State eCitation Form
- Mobile Voiceless CAD
- StateLink
- Traffic Information
- Vehicle Impound

1. When a driver license is scanned, the driver’s name, birth date, driver license number, and state are automatically entered into the appropriate Mobile search screen fields. The system can be configured to automatically search local, state, and national databases, or officers can select which records databases to search for additional information.